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ABSTRACT
Matsar is Marathi language word and the meaning is envy, jealousy, negativity and distrust. The following sentence
“He got this project because of luck rather than his work” conveys Matsar sentiment. In this competitive world, it
increases negativity and jealousy among people due to the success of other people or status of other people etc.
Generally it seems between friends, co-workers, businesses etc. It will be helpful in schools, colleges, organizations
to get to know the relation between two individuals. In this work, we have proposed a pattern based approach to
detect whether the text contains Matsar Sentiment or not. The proposed approach gives accuracy of 99% using
KNN algorithm, 98% using DT algorithm, 97% using SVM algorithm and 94% using NB algorithm.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Sentiment Analysis is a process of extracting
information from the text. It is also known as opinion
mining. The aim of Sentiment Analysis is to detect the
sentiment, opinion, attitude from the text. Lot of
research has been done in analyzing sentiments in the
text, such as, subjectivity detection, polarity detection,
aspect based sentiment summarization, sarcasm
detection, spam detection, emotion detection, mood
detection, attitude detection, wish detection, sentiment
summarization, etc.
Subjectivity Detection implies whether the text
contains any sentiment or not, that is, whether text
sentiment is subjective or objective. It is unlike of
detecting polarity of text. Some remarkable research
works on subjectivity detection are [1] [2]. In
Sentiment Prediction, sentiments are detected from the
text, i.e. positive, negative or neutral. Sentiment
detection is done at document level, sentence level and
phrase level. Some remarkable research works of
Sentiment Prediction are [3][4]. Aspect Based
Sentiment Summarization is bit ahead of sentiment
analysis. The summarizer creates opinion summary
about feature or aspect of products. For example, a
Phone has different features like screen, sound, design,
etc., then the objective is to give an outline as rating
scores on each of these features. Some remarkable
research works on this domain are [5] [6] [7]. Text
Summarization for Opinion helps to create summary
format for text summaries. Some remarkable research

works on this domain are [8] [9]. Some reviews may be
more helpful compared to others. Instead of displaying
user reviews in sequential order, sorting reviews by its
helpfulness would improve user productivity.
Predicting Helpfulness aims at automatically predicting
the helpfulness of user reviews instead of just relying
on users ratting. Some remarkable research works on this
domain are [10] [11].

In this competitive world, it is observed that, usually,
individuals do not appreciate success of others. They
carry jealous feelings for their subordinate success. The
text “Ram got this project because of luck rather than
his hard work” is a Matsar text, the speaker is not
giving importance to Ram’s hard work and trying to
project that Ram got the project because of luck and not
due to his hard work.
The aim of the proposed work is to detect Matsar
sentiment in English language text. The approach used
in this work is extraction of pattern based features
defined as “Ordered sequence of content words(CW)
and General Expression Words(GEW)”. The CW are
Matsar sentiment contextual words whereas GEW can
be replaced by general expressions. This work focuses
on pattern creation, determining maximum length of
pattern and their effects, finding optimal value of α
parameter which is used to optimize the score of partial
matching, and finding optimal value of maximum
length of pattern to detect Matsar sentiment in text.
Since no dataset is available for Matsar sentiment,
manually the data has been generated for detecting
Matsar and non-matsar text. So a dataset comprising of
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320 Matsar and 320 non-matsar instances has been
created.

II. RELATED WORK
While most researchers focus on assigning sentiments
to documents, others focus on more specific tasks such
as finding sentiments of words, subjective expressions,
subjective sentences, and topics. To automate
Sentiment analysis, different approaches have been
applied to predict the sentiments of words, expressions
or documents.
May All Your Wishes Come True: This work deals with
study of wishes and how to recognize them using
pattern based approach[14]. It detects whether there is a
WISH in the product reviews or not. There are two
WISH detectors.
a) Manual: Simple phrases like “i wish ..”, “i hope ..”
etc. are sufficient to detect WISH in text.
b) Words: In this method they have designed word
based text classifier. Using labeled training WISH
dataset to train SVM. Finally, they have proposed
Automatic Discovery WISH Templates technique. The
main idea of this approach is to reduce redundancy in
WISH dataset which contains same WISH phrases. The
bipartite graph is formed from the WISH dataset. The
nodes of bipartite graph are content nodes and template
nodes. Using Template and Template+Word as feature
the SVM is trained. The result is 73% using Template
as feature and 80% using Words+Template as features.
Used dataset is customer product reviews and political
discussions. Generated domain independent templates
can improve the performance of WISH detection. It is
very difficult to get annotated training dataset.
Wishful Thinking Finding suggestions and buy wishes
from product reviews: [15] Proposed a method which
automatically detects the WISH from text
documents(english) like customer reviews. They
introduced two types of WISH, these are a) Suggestion
Wishes and b) Purchasing Wishes. The proposed
approach is based on the rule based method. It identify
two types of Wishes. a) Customers desire to see in the
improvement in products and b) Buying wish. The
input to the system is WISH dataset, POSLEX and
NEGLEX. WISH sentences contains phrases which
contains modal verbs like “would”, “could”, “should”,
etc. So, the rules formed are as a) modal verb +

auxiliary verb + positive opinion word. b) modal
verb + preference verb etc. To find buying WISH the
rule phrase contains “want to ..”, “desire to ..” etc.
Used dataset is customer product reviews and political
discussions. It is first work to find the buying wish of
customers. [14] falsely gives wish to the sentences
which does not contains any wish, eg. “I shouldn't have
been cheap, should have bought a Toshiba”. This
sentence does not contains any desire. This false
acceptance is overcome in this approach. Some general
wishes which does not fit in “product suggestion
wishes” even though it fits in rules.
Pattern based Approach for Mining Users Opinion
from Kannada Web Documents: [16] Work have
proposed a new pattern based approach to detect the
sentiment in Kannada language reviews of products. In
this approach they have created a patterns of two words
window based upon the pos tagging of text. They have
considered the opinion related pos like, JJ(adjectives),
NN(noun),
CD(cardinal),
RB(adverb)
and
VBP/VBN/VBD(different forms of verb) in the
customer reviews. This approach successfully gives the
correct opinion of text containing negators. Finally they
have showed that this new pattern based approach is
much better than the Turney patterns for Kannada
language dataset. Used dataset is customer reviews in
English and Kannada languages. Performance is better
than existing Turneys approach.
A Pattern-Based Approach for Sarcasm Detection on
Twitter: [17] have proposed pattern based technique to
detect sarcasm on twitter. Different types of sarcasm
are defined with four sets of features. The sarcastic
tweet dataset is collected by twitter API which includes
#sarcasm. In this approach they have classified the
tweet words into two categories i.e., CI which contains
words which are content important and GFI which
contains words which are grammatical function
important. The words in tweet which belongs to CI
category are lemmatized and the words which belong
to the GFI category are replaced with specific
expression. Patterns are extracted from this new
generated text using minimum and maximum length of
patterns. These patterns are used as features to train
SVM, KNN and Maximum Entropy algorithms. The
achieved accuracy is 83.1% which is much better than
the previous approaches. Twitter dataset is used in this
work. In [12] work, needed already build user
knowledge base, but in this approach doesn’t need it.
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Performance is better than the previous approaches.
This pattern based approach does not have covered all
types of sarcastic patterns.
Above research work motivated to build a pattern based
model to detect Matsar Sentiment using natural
language processing.

III. DESIGN MODEL
There are five steps in this approach namely: Data
Gathering, Preprocessing, Pattern Creation, Training
Modules and Classification.

In Matsar dataset, words are divided into two
categories using PoS tags. First category words are
Content Words (CW) which are important to get
Matsar context and second category words are General
Expression Words (GEW). The aim of these two
category words is to make patterns less specific. The
ordered sequence of these two category words gives the
Matsar Semantic. These words are divided into these
two categories using Pos-tag of words. The motivation
of dividing words using Pos-tag into two categories is
[13]. How to divide words into two categories using
Pos-tag is given in TABLE-I.

A. Data Gathering:
A very few times people expresses Matsar Sentiment
on twitter, facebook, microblogs, emails etc. It is very
hard to collect this kind of text on social media. We
have tried to collect these kind of text on social media
but, we haven’t got useful text. So, manually built
dataset for Matsar Sentiment. We have manually built
320 Matsar text. For examples: “He has many patents
than me but he has only in one field where as i have in
many fields”, “I lost the election because of faulty
EVMs”. etc.
B. Data Preprocessing:
In dataset text, it contains various punctuation marks.
For our approach we are not considering the context
getting from punctuation marks. So, punctuation marks
are useless in this approach.
C. Pattern Creation:
Designed algorithm for pattern extraction from text is
shown bellow

For example: “He got this project because of luck
rather than hard work”.
After Pos Tagging: He_PRP got_VBD this_DT
project_NN because_IN of_IN luck_NN rather_RB
than_IN hard_JJ work_NN ._.
After Pos-tag, words are divided into two categories i.e.
CW and GEW. Stemming is done on CW and the GEW
are replaced by certain expressions which are given in
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TABLE-II.
After stemming CW and replacing GEW with
expressions,
Pattern Vector: [PRONOUN get this NOUN because of
NOUN rather than hard NOUN]
We define a pattern as an ordered sequence of Content
words and General Expressions. The patterns of
different lengths are extracted from the training set.

where, α is parameter to optimize partial matching
score. The value of the features Fij shown in
TABLE-III and calculated as:

where, βj is weight given to pattern of length j and is
calculated as,
where, j is length of pattern.

The range of pattern lengths i.e. the minimum (LMin)
and maximum (LMax) is given as:
LMin <= Length(pattern) <= LMax
The number of pattern lengths are NL = (LMax - LMin +
1). Therefore, from the example mentioned above, we
can extract the following patterns:
- [PRONOUN get this NOUN]
- [get this NOUN because of NOUN]
- [this NOUN because of NOUN rather than hard
NOUN]
- etc.
The patterns which occurs at least Nocc are only stored.
We have taken Nocc = 1. In addition to this, duplicate
patterns are avoided and also the patterns which
appears in non-Matsar dataset are avoided. The
patterns are stored in sets according to the lengths of
patterns. For example all patterns of length three are
stored in Pattern Set of length three and so on.
D. Pattern Features
To calculate Pattern Features we have used match
degree function match(pij , t). Where, pij is pattern i
from pattern set j and t is pattern vector of text.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The keys used for evaluating performance are as
follows:
Accuracy: It is ratio of correctly classified tuples to the
total tuples.
Precision: It implies that the number of tuples that
have successfully classified as Matsar over the total
number of tuples classified as Matsar.
Recall: It implies that the number of tuples that have
successfully classified as Matsar over the total number
of Matsar tuples.
A. Effect of Maximum Length of Pattern
For all experiment we kept minimum pattern length as
3 because there is minimum length of text in dataset is
3 and all the experiments are performed as five-fold
cross-validation.
All those patterns with maximum length matching with
pattern vector are considered as important patterns. So,
find the maximum pattern length which gives better
performance. For this the α value is kept to one
constant for all maximum pattern lengths and the
performances of algorithms with different maximum
pattern lengths is shown in Fig. 1.
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decreases for further value of α. The performance of
NB algorithm became maximum at α value 0.2 and
then decreases for further value of α.
C. Finding Optimal Value of Maximum Pattern Length

After maximum pattern length (ML)=10
performances of algorithms remains same.

the

B. Finding Optimal Value of α
To find optimal value of α we kept maximum pattern
length (ML) to 10(obtained from above experiment)
and performed five-fold cross validation with different
values of α. The α value is changed in range of 0 to 1
with scale 0.1. The performances of classification
algorithms are shown in Fig. 2.

Optimal value of α = 0.5 from Fig. 2, and tried to find
the Maximum Pattern Length (ML) which can give
better performance. Minimum pattern length is taken as
3 and the maximum pattern length (ML) is increased
from 4 to 10.
In Fig. 3, the performances of classification algorithms
increases as the maximum pattern length increases and
it becomes maximum at length of 8 and remain
constant for further values of ML. But, the performance
of NB algorithm increases and becomes maximum at
length 6 and then decreases for further values of
lengths. So, the optimal value of maximum pattern
length is selected as 8.
D. Overall Performance of The Proposed Approach

At value of α=0.5, SVM, KNN and DT gives better
performance as compared to other value of α. As value
of α increases the performances of SVM, KNN and DT
increases and it became maximum at α=0.5 and then it

The optimal value of α is 0.5 and optimal maximum
pattern length (ML) is 8. Using these values five-fold
cross validation is performed on classification
algorithms. The performances of algorithms is shown
in TABLE-IV. KNN and DT gives better performances
as compared to SVM and NB algorithms. Whereas, the
precision of SVM and NB is 100%. The F-Score of
KNN is 99% which is higher than other algorithms.

V. CONCLUSION
This work is attempt to detect Matsar Sentiment in text.
Creation of Matsar dataset is done. We proposed a
pattern based approach to detect Matsar Sentiment in
text. This pattern based approach makes use of Pos tags
to extract patterns from the text. The proposed
algorithm had determined Matsar features set which
then applied to different classification algorithms and
has shown good performances. The accuracy for KNN
is 99%, for DT is 98%, for SVM is 97% and for NB is
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94%. By increasing dataset size, this approach can
cover all kinds of Matsar cases.
[8].

VI. FUTURE WORK
Future work will be to build large dataset for Matsar
Sentiment. Building knowledge based lexicon for
Matsar dataset which would be helpful in detecting
Matsar Sentiment. Perform various approaches such as,
knowledge based approach, rule based approach etc. to
detect Matsar Sentiment from Matsar textual dataset.
Selecting different features such as, n-grams, pos tags
etc. and combination of these features and compare the
results.

[9].

[10].
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